Letter of Comment No: 5371
File Reference: 1102·100

ikon
From:

Jason_R_Wright@amat.com

Sent:

Monday, June 28, 2004 2:48 AM

To:

Director - FASB

Subject: File Reference 1102-100: Accounting for Stock Options and ESPPs

I am writing to express my opposition to changing the accounting treatment for stock options and Employee Stock Purchase Plans
(ESPPs).
I hope FASB will reconsider it's movement to force disclosure of future estimated stock options values. If a complete withdrawal
from the proposal is not an option, hopefully a compromise or a less drastic change can be considered as proposed in Bill HR
1372. I believe taking this giant step when there is a proposal that sets forth a smaller step, HR 1372, would be a mistake for the
US economy.
Regular workers like my wife and myself benefit from stock-optlons and ESPPs by incorporating a regular savings into our budget
for unforeseen emergencies. For example, not to long ago there was a family medical emergency that required significant
paymenls beyond medical coverage. Stock-options were available to keep the stressful situation under control without added
burden. Additionally, after starting work after graduation, an ESPP acted as a great savings fund to ensure my sludent loans
were paid as quick as possible so focus could be put on saving for a house.
Stock-options and ESPP's also benefit the company, investors, and US economy. The benefits are a wonderful incentive to work
hard 10 keep the company growing and competitive. Any loss of benefits that may result from the proposed changes would greatly
reduce my work morale resulting in lower productivity. Lower moral and low productivity to a high number of workers could lead to
a jump to olher companies out of frustration and increase incentives for companies to send more work to facilities outside the US.
Thank you,
Jason Wright
Sr. Electrical Engineer

6/28/2004

